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Saving for retirement is challenging. But spending your nest egg in retirement
can be even more so.
Many people want their retirement plan to accomplish
some or all of the following goals:
•

fund a desired lifestyle – which requires maximizing their
income stream.

•

ensure their money lasts as long as they do – so continued
growth is important.

•

provide the ability to access a lump sum for emergencies
such as an unexpected home repair or health issue.

•

minimize tax consequences – which means withdrawing
from the right source at the right time.

•

leave an inheritance – so it may be important to protect the
principal.

It can seem somewhat overwhelming, especially when
you don’t know the key elements that will determine
whether your retirement plan will be successful: How
long will you live? What will the markets do?
Since you can’t answer those questions, you need to
understand the three issues that will determine the
sustainability of your portfolio.
1. your withdrawal rate
2. your investment return
3. market volatility and the timing of your retirement
Withdrawal rate

Structuring a retirement plan so that all these
complementary goals have a better chance of being
reached can be quite complex. In the “accumulation”
phase before retirement, market fluctuations and
investment risks can be offset over time, with techniques
such as dollar cost averaging or rebalancing your
portfolio. During the “decumulation” phase—when you
are withdrawing funds from your portfolio—there is far
less room for error.

Ideally, your withdrawal rate is lower than the portfolio’s
growth rate so that you never have to touch your
principal. That would offset any risk of outliving your
savings and also allow you to leave a legacy for your
family or a favorite charity.

For people nearing or entering retirement, the need to
generate reliable lifetime income is greater than ever
before. We’re living longer, market returns are generally
lower than in the past and will likely remain so, and fewer
of us can rely on a defined benefit pension plan. But
determining the right way to use your retirement savings
can be challenging.

Maintaining exposure to growth assets, such as equities,
and diversifying risk can potentially help the portfolio
grow.

Choosing the right “decumulation
strategy” can mean the difference
between a comfortable retirement and
one that is not.
Many Canadians could have several sources of income in
retirement. There may be a pension from an employer,
income from government programs, registered and nonregistered investments, annuities, rental properties or a
business, or income from part-time jobs or consulting
roles.

Determining that withdrawal rate, however, is dependent
on the size of the portfolio, your income needs, and your
ability to manage any unexpected expenses.

Investment return

Twenty years ago, an investor could typically obtain a
7%* annualized return with a Canadian fixed income
portfolio. No more. Fixed income yields are low, equity
markets are more volatile than in the past, and a Canadian
fixed income portfolio will return only half of what it did
in 1999.*
Diversification across multiple asset classes, strategies
and geographies as well as expanding beyond traditional
stocks and bonds into assets that can potentially generate
income in all market environments, those that have low
correlations to other assets, and looking at investments
that target an absolute return rather than try to beat a
benchmark.

To maximize the income from these sources, it’s
important to fully consider the tax implications of your
withdrawals, the rules under which government benefits
may be clawed back, and the optimal withdrawal rate.
* Source: Russell Investments Capital Markets Assumptions as of December 1999 and December 2018. Canadian fixed income represented by FTSE TMX Canada
Universe Bond Index.
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Portfolio volatility

Volatility is a constant, even in positive markets. The issue for investors is
managing that volatility: smoothing out returns to limit downside and attempt
to preserve upside.
This is especially important for investors just entering retirement, as losses
early in the decumulation process can have a significant negative impact to a
portfolio. This is known as sequential risk.
As you can see in the chart below, Johanna and Josh both started their
retirement with a $250,000 portfolio and withdrew $15,000 a year for a 10-year
period. They both had the same average annual return – 9%.
But Josh’s portfolio suffered losses in his first two years of retirement, while
Johanna’s portfolio grew in the first few years, then had a significant loss in
the final two years. After 10 years, Josh’s principal has been eroded, while
Johanna’s portfolio has grown.
As an investor, what can you do?
•

Invest in dynamic fixed income strategies that can potentially provide higher fixed
income returns while limiting volatility

•

Invest in quality equities that have lower volatility and are in industries that do well
in any market environment (consumer staples or utilities, for example) or investment
solutions that have the potential to provide downside protection

•

Manage risk and return through tactical asset allocation. This can often be achieved
through a professionally managed multi-asset portfolio

Working with an advisor to develop a comprehensive retirement strategy can
help you determine the decumulation strategy that is right for you.
Sequential risk / The order of investment returns matters
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with mutual fund
investments. Please read the prospectus before investing. Mutual funds are not guaranteed, their values
change frequently and past performance may not be repeated.
Nothing in this publication is intended to constitute legal, tax, securities or investment advice, nor an opinion
regarding the appropriateness of any investment, nor a solicitation of any type. This information is made
available on an "as is" basis. Russell Investments Canada Limited does not make any warranty or representation
regarding the information.
Please remember that all investments carry some level of risk, including the potential loss of principal invested.
They do not typically grow at an even rate of return and may experience negative growth.
As with any type of portfolio structuring, attempting to reduce risk and increase return could, at certain times,
unintentionally reduce returns. Rebalancing your portfolio may create tax consequences on the taxable portion.
Russell Investments is the operating name of a group of companies under common management, including
Russell Investments Canada Limited.
Russell Investments’ ownership is composed of a majority stake held by funds managed by TA Associates with
minority stakes held by funds managed by Reverence Capital Partners and Russell Investments’ management.
Copyright © Russell Investments Canada Limited 2019. All rights reserved.
Frank Russell Company is the owner of the Russell trademarks contained in this material and all trademark
rights related to the Russell trademarks, which the members of the Russell Investments group of companies are
permitted to use under license from Frank Russell Company. The members of the Russell Investments group
of companies are not affiliated in any manner with Frank Russell Company or any entity operating under the
“FTSE RUSSELL” brand.
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